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Who we are ?
We have been located in Nice in the Alpes Maritimes since 2007. We are a NATO supplier (enterprise code FAXC6).
We also supply the Ministry of Defence (Air, Sea and Land) through bases and AIAs (Ambérieu, Clermont, Bordeaux and Cuers).

Our professionalism and serious approach have enabled us to establish partnerships that allow us to supply recognized
MCO/MRO companies such as Sabena Technics and OGMA (Portugal).

We especially work with companies that specialize in maintaining KC135 & C130 aircraft, Super Puma, Gazelle and Chinook
helicopters and military vessels.
We have been certified ISO 9001, 2015 version, by Bureau Veritas since 2010. Because we deliver an average of 610,000 pieces
each year, we are well accustomed to managing large volumes.

What we do ?
We have a database of over 10 million references (and their equivalents by type and brand) that
lists risk references and defective and/or counterfeit parts. We supply all types of onboard
replacement parts (for aircraft, helicopters, vessels and land vehicles).
All the products we deliver comply with seaworthiness, airworthiness and landworthiness standards
and have CAMO approval.

Our close collaboration with approved maintenance centers (AMOF/AMC) in Europe and North
America means that we can check, certify and upgrade supplies within the shortest space of time,
and therefore enables us to offer parts in FN or OH condition with official release documents.
Our long experience means that we can supply parts in OH condition (with possible T0 delivery);
production times for FN condition are generally very long, and do not satisfy our customers'
expectations.

In the case of highly critical supply (AOG), your needs become a priority, and we can respond to
them very rapidly.

How we work ?
Our objective is to enable you to manage the problems that arise in our sector with confidence.
The aeronautics sector is frequently faced with obsolescence issues that make the supply of spare components extremely
complicated.
Our special skills and know-how in the field mean that we can search for the products you need.
If this is not possible, we can use our manufacturing partners to restart dedicated production.

We take your essential requirements into consideration, and do everything we can to ensure that your requests are
handled with a positive outcome.

Quelles sont nos garanties ?
People and ethics are the core of our philosophy. We guarantee that you will have the benefit of the highest standards
of quality and reliability in the supply of products.
In order to achieve this, we have established a series of procedures (traceability of parts, certificates of origin, etc.) that
enables us to verify that our ongoing commercial transactions are progressing perfectly at any moment.

We update our database, in which we store risk references, defective and counterfeit parts and the names of
unqualified suppliers, in real time. This makes it possible for us to comply with our criteria of quality and fitness.
We are attentive to the issues that concern you, and so we have taken out a €9,100,000 Industrial Risk Civil Liability
insurance policy with Assurances AXA (which includes installation and removal).

Our main brands :

